Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of performing incremental semantic 1 analysis across a program that is split into l modules that are distributed across a network of m machines, with n modules dormant (not being edited or inaccessible due to network or machine failure) and the other l-n being concurrently edited.
A state-of-the-art program development environment provides a programming team with a number of workstations connected by a high speed network. Each module in the system under development is typically the responsibility of a programmer~ and is resident on 1 In this paper, by "semantics" we mean static semantics.
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State-of-the art software for program development support should also be provided. Such software will incrementally enforce a module's syntax and indicate any semantic errors as the program is constructed [Reps 84 ]. Syntax checking is an inherently local process, but semantic checking may require information imported from another module [Kaiser 83] . If the semantic information in that module alters, all users of the module should have the change propagated to them so that their programs can be checked to see if they are still semantically consistent.
Currently no program development environments provide support for incrementally checking semantics across multiple distributed modules; they support only single monolithic programs (i.e. the entire program must be physically on the user's machine and not split into physically separate modules). There are several systems (most notably Cedar [Lampson 83] ) that sup-port the distributed program development effort of multiple programmers; however, these systems perform semantic checking at previously agreed checkpoints.
This form of checking is not incremental.
Algorithms for incremental evaluation of semantic information are traditionally sequential in nature [Reps 82a, Johnson 85] . Having multiple programmers concurrently modify modules (and as a result propagate semantic information between the modules) requires an inherently concurrent view of semantic change propagation. We postulated that if we could derive a concurrent semantic evaluation algorithm ¢or the single edit case, this would extend naturally to the multiple edit case and then to the distributed .multiple edit case.
We begin by listing the original contributions of this paper. The next section briefly overviews attribute grammers, building language-based editors from grammars and sequential attribute updating strategies.
Then we introduce and analyze our concurrent updating strategy for the case of a single edit. This is followed by a description and analysis of the multiple edit case, which in turn is followed by the distributed, multiple edit case. We relate this paper to other work in the field and end with some conclusions.
Original Contributions

•
We introduce for the first time a model of incremental attribute evaluation amongst program modules distributed across multiple machines on a network.
• We provide algorithms for the concurrent incre- (because an attribute is only reevaluated after it becomes independent).
Introducing Parallelism
We begin by proposing an algorithm that performs as many attribute evaluations in parallel as possible, by choosing the complete set of independent vertices at any time and evaluating all of them. This is a simple modification to the sequential optimal algorithm described above. Setup (T, ~, 5) takes as arguments a tree 7" and a particular subtree £ of T, which has inconsistent attributes at its root, constructs the dependency graph P and returns in ~¢ the attributes that are ready for evaluation because they are independent (they have in-degree 0 on the dependency graph).
Expand(B) takes as argument an attribute and expands the graph as described in the previous section.
Remove (B, 5) takes as argument an attribute name and removes it and its associated edges from the graph.
It returns in $ a list of attributes ready for evaluation.
These three operations must also maintain synchronized atomic access to the dependency graph, as well as a list of what attributes on the graph with indegree 0 have been passed to a calling process as being ready for evaluation (to prevent an attribute being passed for evaluation more than once).
The Startup process calls setup to create the initial graph, and then propagates a process for each element in the list returned by setup.
Each propagate process reevaluates its argument attribute. If this has changed, it expands the graph to include any new implied dependencies as discussed above. The argument vertex is then removed from the graph along with its edges. A list of attributes ready for reevaluation is returned to the process, which then in turn spawns evaluation processes for each element in the list before terminating.
By the nature of P, once an attribute is independent it can be evaluated entirely separately from any others. This implies that remove can return the fullest possible list of attributes waiting for reevaluation regardless of how they came to be included in P, so that the maximum possible parallelism may be attained. Because the attribute flows form a DAG, we also do not have to worry about deadlock problems.
Analysis of the grammar when compiling it for use in an editor allows the preconstruction of templates for the dependency graphs. These can be instantiated in constant time when performing evaluations [Reps 82b ].
Further, attribute reevaluations take constant time, so the only variable is the number of propagations needed to complete all attribute reevaluations.
If we conceive of the attribute propagation processes forming a tree P, with the startup process forming the root, and each propagation forming the root of all the processes it propagates, and if h(P) is the height of this process tree, then the time complexity is O(h(P)). The maximum parallelism obtained is the max-cut of P. In the worst case, with no parallelism (propagate runs as a procedure of startup), the tree (which now records calls to propagate) has height equal to the number of propagations, so the time complexity is related to the number of propagations. The number of propagations is the same size as the set Affected used by Reps, so in the sequential case we have the classic result for sequential incremental evaluation. In practice we are unlikely to achieve the maximum potential parallelism because of a shortage of processors; this point is discussed in the "Pragmatics" section below.
Handling
Multiple Asynchronous Subtree
Replacements
We have shown thus far that introducing parallelism scheduled by a topological sort on the attribute dependency graph can improve the running time of an incremental attribute evaluation algorithm. We look now at the case where multiple asynchronous subtree replacements are performed. This sets us up to consider the case of multiple asynchronous replacements across multiple distributed modules in the following section.
This section introduces a major result of this paper; given the parallel change propagation algorithm introduced above, we can support multiple asynchronous updates on the tree and still end up with an efficient algorithm.
We modify setup to be atomic and to merge the graph it creates with any other graph in P. This merging operation is a union operation, so identical edges and vertices in the two graphs become one in the resultant graph. When a subtree replacement is performed, attribute evaluation proceeds as follows:
• Execute the startup process. This will add to whatever is already in P, the graph of the initial dependencies amongst the attributes of the changed subtree.
• Continue exactly as before. From this point it makes no difference if the new dependency graph for the newly changed subtree overlaps with others or not; remove and expand will return the correct results regardless. This is a significant result. We can now build environments for multiple users and know that attribute evaluations will succeed. Further, we can look at the truly interesting case, namely distributed editors that propagate semantic modification to one another.
The time complexity in the multiple subtree replacement case is slightly more complex than before.
The dependency graphs grow on the fly, so when looking at an attribute with in-degree 0 in t:he dependency graph, we can be sure that it is truly independent of any evaluations propagated from the subtree replacement that ultimately was the cause of its evaluation.
However, a graph from one replacement may grow to cover a part of the graph from another replacement that has already been evaluated, thus repeating the work of that evaluation. We need to show that there is an upper bound on this growth of attribute reevaluations.
Theorem. Given a tree on which k subtrees are replaced asynchronously, in the worst case any attribute is evaluated at most k times.
Proof.
Suppose that each replacement is made immediately after the previous replacement's evaluations quiesce. This is the same as k separate replacements. We have seen that each replacement evaluates an attribute at most once; this implies that in the worst case an attribute is evaluated k times. Now suppose that the replacements overlap in time with evaluations. The potential exists for an attribute to be independent in P (and thus ready for evaluation), but that it will be reevaluated later by some other subtree replacement making P grow to include it again. In this case the propagations will chase each other.
They will either catch up, thus merging the graphs and reducing the number of replacements, or they will not. All k subtree replacements can exhibit this chasing behavior, so in the worst case each attribute will be reevaluated k times. [] In the single replacement case, a tree P of process propagations is formed; in the multiple replacement case, a graph ~ with k starting points is formed. Note that remove returns all possible attributes that can be evaluated, regardless of where on the graph they appear, so there is no relation between the various paths through ~ and the replacement graph P.
Nonetheless, the time complexity of the multiple replacement case is O(h(~)).
In general we would expect some expands on P will overlay parts of the dependency graph that are already there, thus reducing the number of evaluations required.
This model of users making arbitrary changes to the tree at any time in general poses some serious problems from the viewpoint of editing on the tree; a programmer wants to be sure that the part of the tree she is editing is not suddenly changed by some other user, We have found a solution to this problem, called firewalls which we discuss in the next section.
Maintaining attributes consistently across a distributed tree
We turn now to the problem of supporting semantic analysis for programming in the many. we build P as normal, and then cut the graph so as to separate all remote attributes for a given remote module from the rest of P. We now insert a special vertex, called remote, into P so that all attributes flowing over the cut out of the local module now flow via remote. We handle attribute values flowing into the local module by making them immediately independent and giving them the previous values they had when propagating into the local module (how this is actually done is described below). We then alter P so that anything flowing out of remote is discarded, all attributes flowing into the local module are independent, and continue evaluation as normal 3.
When the special vertex remote is independent, a packet of information is built containing local attribute information, which is then propagated to the remote machine. We assume that propagate is modified to handle this. We further assume the existence of support layers of software that handle the message passing across the network and recovery from errors.
On the remote machine a semantic update will be triggered as if there had been a subtree replacement at the point where the syntactic link between the local and remote modules reaches the remote module. The dependency graph P for that remote module is now a Note that we are guaranteed to get all remote dependencies in place the first time the graph expands to imply remote relations, as the remote link is, from the viewpoint of the attribute grammar, just another link in the syntax tree. So expanding the graph to describe remote relations is just like expanding it to accommodate another node in the tree; the first attribute to get there triggers a complete expansion of D.
built in dual to the approach used for the local module.
Attributes flowing into the (new) local module are treated as independent, and attributes that flow out are assigned a remote as described above.
This means that the subtree replacement model extends easily to handle remote attribute propagation.
However, there are some problems with this. A module on a remote machine may be dormant (the module is not being edited, or it is inaccessible due to network or machine failure), or the user could be performing an editing operation that temporarily makes the tree unsuitable for receiving attribute information.
We therefore propose the introduction into our When an attribute propagation reaches a firewall that is in place, it queues until the firewall goes down, at which point the change is propagated to the module as if a subtree replacement had taken place at the firewall. If a module is dormant a propagation will queue until a programmer begins an editing session, at which time the propagation will enter the module.
There are a number of implications of this strategy. Suppose a change propagates to a remote module which, in response, will propagate back some semantic information. To the programmer this may appear as two entirely separate operations. The local attribute evaluations will cause a message to be sent to the remote module causing further propagation there.
This may be indefinitely delayed because of a firewall being in place or because of a failure of the network 4.
The remote evaluations are not included in P, so the internal attribute evaluation will run to quiescence in the normal way. When the remote propagation eventually starts, it will propagate back some semantic 4 We assume a suitable recovery mechanism for such network failures. information that will be evaluated as if it were a new suhtree replacement on the local module at the firewall.
Another important role of the flrewall is to act as a place where previous values of remote attributes can be stored. Suppose an attribute depends on another attribute from a remote module. We do not want to have to go across to the remote machine to get the attribute value, which may in general not be possible because of remote firewalls being in place or network failure, both of which could cause undue increases in response time. Instead, we store on the firewall the value of every attribute that passes through it. When an attribute depends on a remote attribute, we need look no further than the firewall to discover its most recent value (which has to be correct as the most recent value will always by definition be propagated to the local module). Conversely, when a remote propagation triggers a local evaluation by passing a package of attribute information, the information on the firewall is updated.
Another advantage of a firewall is that it can be used to place a border on areas that a programmer may edit. A programmer may be allowed to cross a firewall while browsing through code, but might not be allowed to edit anywhere except behind her own firewall(s). This simple strategy guarantees that two programmers cannot simultaneously change the same part of a module, a standard feature of multiple user programming environments [Notkin 85, Leblang 85] .
This model of distributed incremental attribute evaluation is chosen to strike a balance between the need for the programmer always to have absolutely correct attribute information, and the physical constraints on response time and dangers of ending up waiting for a network that is broken to yield a response. We adopted two complementary strategies to alleviate these problems. When a remote attribute needs to be reevaluated because of a local attribute change, the relevant information is packaged and transmitted to the remote site, which models the changed attributes as if they came from a subtree replacement. When a local attribute depends on a remote attribute, the most recent value (stored on the firewall) is just taken on the grounds that if a more recent value was available it would have been propagated to the local module. Note that more recent values may exist but be inaccessible due to network failure; we assume that in this case the network will eventually recover itself and perform the propagations.
This means that once an attribute propagation crosses over into a remote module, from the viewpoint of the local module, that attribute has quiesced. If the remote module generates a propagation back into the local module, then that is considered a separate subtree replacement. Thus the complexity analysis for the multiple replacement case applies here also, from the viewpoint of one module. (We do not believe that considering the propagations across the entire network is meaningful or interesting; but the order across the entire network is as if all the affected modules were considered to be connected into one large tree).
A final issue worth a brief mention is that queueing information on a firewall also allows a way of handling multiple propagations of the same attribute from a remote module whilst the firewall is in place. The most recent propagation can be used, and the others discarded, thus reducing the potential problem of repeating the same work k times for k propagations of the same attribute.
Pragmatles
Even with the processing power of a high speed workstation, if too many attributes become independent concurrently, the number of propagate processes will swamp the processor(s) and remove any advantages accruing from the parallelism. Simple modifications to the algorithm can limit the effect of this problem. For example, we can put an upper bound on the number of propagates that can run concurrently. The operations on P can be modified to rest trict the list of attributes ready for reevaluation returned in $ so that swamping of the processor(s) cannot occur.
We would at least need two processes for each editor incarnation (on a workstation we would usually only have one editor running, but there is no reason why these algorithms could not be used on a time- 
Related Work
There is some previous research that relates in various ways to this project, which we discuss below.
However, we can find no reference in the literature to any previous attempts to solve the problem of incremental attribute updating across a distributed program
representation.
An obvious way to introduce parallelism into attribute evaluation is to treat attribute dependency graphs as petri nets and perform the obvious concurrent evaluation. Under circumstances where the attributes can be evaluated non-incrementally, this strategy works well and has been the basis for some non-incremental approaches to attribute evaluation [Fang 72, Kennedy 76] 
Discussion
We have introduced an algorithm for concurrent incremental attribute evaluation in program development environments. We have shown that this algorithm extends, naturally, first to supporting multiple asynchronous modifications to a program, and then to supporting incremental semantic checking across a set of program modules that are distributed on a network.
These are important results, because they pave the way for integration of modern programming hardware (workstations and high speed networks) with modern program development software (program development environments that guide and incrementally check the programmer).
We have not restricted ourselves to any particular editing system, but given general algorithms that we believe may be introduced into any existing languagebased environment in order to extend it to the multiuser and distributed cases.
Further, the algorithms are host environment independent. By this we mean that they will function equally well on workstations used by a single programmer or mainframes time-shared between many programmers. The more processors a particular machine has, the more the parallelism in our algorithm will be capable of being exploited. Many more evaluation processes (propagates) than processors can be generated, but there exists a practical upper bound on any system where the overloading of the processors outweighs the advantages of the parallelism in the algorithm. In such restrictive situations, the algorithms are amenable to tuning to limit parallelism to prevent processor overloading.
